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The Light of The World . .. CHRIST!
By: Dr. J. Richard Chase
This can certainly be a "merry" Christmas when we have the realization of God's
priceless gift of His Son to us. My thoughts for the season are wrapped up in the
phrase, "Christ is the light of the world." In Isaiah 9: 2 we find a very signifi~ant phrase, "The people that walked in darkness have seen a great light: they that
dwell in the land of the shadow of death, upon them hath the light shined." These
people lived in the land of Zebulun and Naphtali. Those areas had been heavily
attacked in previous years by the Syrians. Yet, this section known as Galilee in the
New Testament, was where God's Light, Jesus Christ, would begin His ministry.
Where darkness is the greatest, there the light is needed most desperately. Here is
ho':V John testifies of that event, "And the light shineth in darkness; and the darkness comprehended it not." Darkness speaks of despair. It can be very deceiving.
All of the land in those days was under Roman rule. No doubt these people wondered
if life held any hope for them at all. How often even in this day we are trapped by
limited vision.
Several years ago, when I was a sophomore in high school, I attended a church.sponsored treasure hunt. In the SlUIIlller darkness I met a girl who seemed so nice. I
had never talked to her before and decided to ask her to ride to school with me on
the bus the next Monday morning. I cannot tell you my youthful shock when I got on
board to really see her for the first time. :t-.1y earlier impressions gained in darkness were not borne out in reality.
Whether it is physical or mental darkness, the false sense of security it gives to an
individual is deceptive and can be very damaging. Proverbs wisely states, "There is
a way which seemeth right unto man, but the end thereof are the ways of death"
(14: 12). So many times we say it seems so right but it turns out to be wrong. Paul
urges us to live correctly pointing out that we have in the past, without Christ,
lived in darkness and deception (II Corinthians 4:2). We have deceived ourselves
into thinking that God cannot see our actions and therefore He will not judge the
things we have done. Too often we walk in craftiness • This conveys the idea of
do:.ng anything we want to do. It signifies an undisciplined life as we go about
serJi.ng our own interests. It is unfortunate that some people use the Word of God
to get their own way rather than allowing the Word to work in their lives.
·Christ is the light. He came to earth to dispell not only the darkness that would
deceive us but also to dispell the darkness that brings despair. In this way we can
gain a proper perspective for life, seeing things the way they ought to be observed.
Have you ever walked into a strange room in total darkness, groping along the walls
for a light switch? Constantly you bump into furniture trying to find the way. This
. is an analogy of life. If we have not been illuminated by Christ, we grope through
sorrow and tragedy.

God turned on. the li~t w~en He s~nt Jesus Christ to earth two thousand years ago.
If we allow Him to shine in our life we begin to see things clearly. The tmexpectE
ma~ come but we can ~ope with it. Peter reminds us, "That the trial of your faith,
b~ing Illllch more precious than of gold that perisheth, though it be tried with fire
IDlght be found unto praise and honor and glory at the appearing of Jesus dirist" '
(I Peter 1: 7) • There should be things which come to us allowing us to exercise seJ
control so. tJ:.at we may learn patience. This then gives us the godliness necessary
for our spin tual growth. Longsuffering is a quality that can be found in the mi6
of tr?uble. We see and tmderstand what life is really all about because Christ w~
born m Bethlehem. There is no more reason for us to grope in spiritual and mentaJ
darkness. The Light has come.

THAT WONDERFULcrt\1a~~][tJC8 NIGHT

John gives us a description of the Saviour as our Light, "In him was life· and the
life was the light of men" (John 1:4). He is light because He gives us life. Untj
By: Dr. Lloyd T. Anderson
He came people were living under the sentence of death. It was a life of darkness
and despair. Eternal life turned on the light.
1 ere is a wonderful passage of Scripture that especially speaks to my heart at
1ristmas. I think of the statement in Luke 2: 8, "And there were in the same cmmtry
I read about a college president who was welcoming freshmen. He declared, ''We are 1epherds abiding in the field, keeping watch over their flock by night." This was
here to h~lJ? y~~ prepa:e for life~" One of the youths facetiously connnented, "We be night of all nights in the world's history. Toward the Mediterranean Sea, the
a~ready living._ He did not realize that he was living a life short on knowledge am. began to sink lower and lower until across the border of the westem sky there
wisdom. Education can. and does tum on some lights, but it is only Jesus Christ wlas one great band of gold. It quickly turned to blood red, blushing all the sky
turns on_ the eternal light. ~ven the.light of man's reason at times will go out. rim.5on, and touching the earth with its fire. In a moment the he~vens turned to a
No~ so w:th God's wonderful gift of light. John again tells us, "And the light
old, ashen gray as night fully descended. To the east the mountains of Moab ro~e
sh1ne0 in da:kness; and the darkness comprehended it not" (1:5). He permanently cut of the shadows like colossal giants. In Bethlehem's houses, mothers lay th~1r
effectively dispells all darkness. Nothing can overpower this light. There are m<hildren down to sleep. In the courtyards of the inns the cattle and camels laid
"would be" lights. Do not be alanned or confused if others say that they have an own to rest. Here and there in some of the houses there were momentary gleams of
answer to life or if they claim to live in the light. There is only one true Ligh1ight and then all was extinguished as the people retired. In the fields, the sheep
I~ alone shows and reveals the way to eternal life. It will never fade out. God'5)uld lie down while the shepherds sat armmd their fires to keep warm. That wonderg1ft to us does not lose any luster or brilliance in the pressures of life.
ul night some 2000 years ago signaled the coming into the world of not only the
reatest man ever known but also the Saviour of the world. This was the night when
Jesus Christ came as God's perfect Gift. Is He the Light of your life? If not, tlthey who sit in darkness shall see a great light."
greatest gift of all is yours for the asking!
·o nder in that stable in the inn, where the cattle are breathing softly in their
lumber, a virgin mother has brought forth her first-born Son. She lays him in a
ianger. Over that strange scene, a star halted, and the angels began to sing. The
.ong journey of preparation for redemption of the world ended on this night of
Dr. Chase is President
.ights. Irrnnanuel, which means "God with us," has now come into the world.
of Biola Col legeo
:cripture tells us that there were shepherds abiding in the fields keeping watch over
:heir flock by night (Luke 2: 8) • The first message of redemption's realization was
~iven to those shepherds.
It was not to the kings and leaders of the world, not to
:he conquering soldiers, not to the rich, powerful and learned, but to those humble
ien that the good news was celestially given. This was the first Christmas sermon
~ver preached.
The great tidings brought tmto them the fact that a Saviour was born
nto the worldo
)r. Trench pointed out, "Sometimes a preacher will feel that the best thing he can
lo is simply to bow down and worship the Child who came into the world as those
;hepherds did, listening to the holy song of the heavenly hosts. No Christmas ser1on will ever be able to improve on what the shepherds heard. In that chorus is
;urrnned up all the glory, all the beauty, and all the power of Christ and His wonder:Ul redemption, the purpose for which He came into the world."
l5 the angels were gone away from them into heaven, the shepherds said to each other,
'Let us now go even lfilto Bethlehem, and see this thing which is come to pass, which
:he Lord hath made known lfilto us" (Luke 2: 15) • This night of nights didn't come
vi thout prophetic preparation and treirendous promise in the Old Testament. In the
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very beginning, after man fell into sin in the Garden of Eden, there rang out oyer hristiani ty depends upon its great historical facts. It cannot be ethically and
the fallen human race the first note of the Gospel. While somewhat vague and dim, Lormally true and at the same time historically false. In_ th~ virg~n birth ?f ?ur
yet it offered the promise of a Deliverer, that Seed of the woman, who would ev~n Jard Jesus Christ we have the wonderful miracle of our Chri~tian fai t~. It is. mdeed
tually bruise the head of the serpent (Genesis 3: 15) • Through Abraham the promise L supreme and stupendous miracle, but no more so than God. Himself. Without this
was given that by his descendants all of the nations of the earth would be blessed. ·ecord of His birth, Christ would be a mystery and the enigma of 0-e ages. We can
Moses told the people that a great Lawgiver would appear in the future. It was
~ightly rejoice in the way He cmre and in the _way He was brought into the ~orl~. All
Balaam, an lll1.believing prophet, who in the rapture of his vision reported, "There
>f the sweet winsomeness and charm of the Christmas story gathers arotmd His birth for
shall come a star out of Jacob, and a scepter shall rise out of Israel." The
:his reason.
Psalmist David sings of a great King whose name shall endure forever and who shall
have the heathen for His inheritance and the uttermost part of the earth_ for His
'Let the star shine on. Who would want to put it out? Let the angel of the L?rd
possession. Even the proph~t~ of the Old Testament tell us that. the ~esire of all ;peak to Joseph and Mary and Elizabeth and the shepherds. Who ~ould w':11-t ~o silence
nations shall come. In additi?n.to all of these ~eneral prop~ecies given, th~re are :hem? Let the philosophers, the magi from the East, bow down with their gifts of
those which are much more ~pecific. . The One who is to come will_ be ?f the tribe ?f JOld and frankincense and myrrh. Who would want to send them away? Let the shep~erds
Judah; He will be of the line of David; and Bethlehem would be His birthplace. His ~ow at the cradle and adore the Lord. Who would want to stol? them? Let the multicoming would be prece?ed by the advent of a_ great prophet who would_prepare the way ~ude of the heavenly host sing their heavenly song of good ~111 to mei: an~ p~ace"on
for him by the preaclnng of repentance. This man was John the Baptist.
~arth and glory to God in the highest. Who would wai:t. to silence their singing? .
:::hrist came as Saviour in order that men and women 11ving everywhere should know Him
Thus the gulfstream of the Old Testament prophecy washed the shore of the remotest :is their personal Redeemer. Through His birth and death the Lord came to se~k and
ages' and prepared the way for the coming of the Saviour to the world. Jesus Christ ;ave those who are lost. That refers to you and me, as well as to all humanity: If
didn't come 100 or 1000 years before, or 100 or 1000 years after. He came "in the rou have never received Jesus Christ as Saviour, I plead wit~ you, make. the Christ of
fullness of time.'' This was at the end of the time of preparation as God takes the this Christmas hour your wonderful, wonderful Saviour. He wi~l become _JUSt that very
step He has purposed in eternity. In Abraham God divided the river of humanity
thing if you allow Him to come into your. life and heart ~y fa1 th. A light has been
into two streams, which flowed separately tmtil they met again in the Lord Jesus
dndled in the world. Ever since that time men who sat in darkness have been ~le to
Christ. The Jewish law proclaimed the oneness and the holiness of God. The tab;ee spiritually. Had you been the only one who was astray from God, Jesus Christ
ernacle and the temple sacrifices were the shadows of the great sacrifice of Christ ;till would have come into the world to save only you. What a wonderful truth we.
on the cross. When the apostles in the New Testament went forth to preach Jesus
1ave in the cross and in the Bethlehem episode of the birth of our Lord Jesus Christ.
Christ and Him crucified, they folll1d scattered colonies of the dispersed Jewish
[ trust this Christmas hour you have come to lmow Him in a personal and real way.
people. The Hebrew synagogue was the first Christian pulpit.
Although Christ came to His own people, Israel, they would not receive Him. Yet the1
were those who were expecting and waiting for Him. Consider the devout Simeon who
longed for the consolation of Israel. It was not by accident that on this night of
nights the Saviour was born in Bethlehem instead of some larger city of national and
international prominence. There was a fullness of pr eparation in the Gentile world
as well. A dying, hopeless people was ready for the coming of the Saviour. They
were ready for forgiveness, righteousness and hope. The conquest of Alexander the
Great had given the world an almost universal tongue and language. That speech was
ready for those who proclaimed and wrote the Gospel. The conquest of the Roman
government had crushed the warring and independent nations of the world. Othenvise,
humanly speaking, Christianity would have been strangled in its own cradle. Under
the rule of Roman law and government and over the splendid Roman highways, the
heralds of the Gospel went forth to preach Jesus Christ and Him crucified.

Dr. Anderson is Pastor of
Bethany Baptist Church of
West Covina, California.

This was the night of nigh ts . This was God's hour that had struck, and upon the men
of that day had come the end of the age. The long process of preparation had now
come to an end and the world was ready for the angel's song declaring that Jesus
would be born into the world. The account of the incarnation is the story of the
fact that God became man. Even the great mind of the apostle Paul when he pondered
it, explained, "Great is the mystery of godliness : God was manifest in htnnan flesh."
In the Gospel accmmts of Matthew and Luke we have the sublime story of how Jesus
Christ came into the world. The Saviour was sent in such a way that forever touches
and thrills the hearts of t he human race. I t will make all nations and ages celebrate His coming to the end of human time. This wonderful story of the virgin birth
of Jesus Christ is the touchstone of the faith of men as they trust and believe in
the Lord Jesus Christ. The dis counting or denial of the virgin birth of our Lord is
always linked with that great i ndifference and coldness that rests like a blight upor
so many liberal churches today . It has taken the ring out of the voices of so many
pulpits.
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FORGOTTEN MAN OF CHRISTMAS ...
Dr. Lloyd T. Anderson
ave you ever stopped to consider one of the personalities surrounding the nativity
tory who is frequently forgotten? I have reference to Joseph to whom Mary, the
irgin Mother of the Saviour, was engaged (Matthew 1: 18) • Here was a very hwnb le
.arpenter from the secluded village of Nazareth. He was a lineal descendant of
srael's great king, David. Royal blood thereby coursed through Joseph's veins alhough he was a forgotten man. Because of his ancestry we have the explanation for
he pilgrimage to Bethlehem, the ancient home of his forefathers. Doubtless many of
IS, if we knew our forebearers out of the past, might be very amazed.
There was
bout Joseph a dignity and a gentleness that could not conceal his wonderful family
iast. Yet he is uniquely for us today "the forgotten man of Olristmas ."
ratthew supplies us the most infonnation about our Saviour's foster father. We know
hat he was present at the manger adjacent to the inn at Bethlehem when Olrist was
om. He was also present when the shepherds came to adore the infant King of the
rews. Joseph also took Mary and the baby into Egypt to preserve the child from a
:ruel slaughter of male infants as ordered by Herod. On two occasions Joseph took
resus to the temple in Jerusalem. In His sweet and tender infancy He was presented
:o the priest. Then, Joseph also took Him, when He reached 12 years of age, to the
::east in Jerusalem which brought multitudes to the holy city. At that time Jesus be:ame engaged in such animated conversation with the learned leaders of the Jewish
)eople that He was oblivious to His separation from His family when they started out
)n their homeward journey. Jesus, though now filled with the consciousness of being
the Messiah, returned with Mary and Joseph to the family home, working in the humble
:arpenter shop in the city of Nazareth. He was, as the Bible emphasizes, subject to
1is foster father Joseph as well as to his virgin mother Mary.
1

~one of the Gospels intimate the specific time when Joseph died.
It has been the
,videspread impression among scholars that it must have occurred not too long following the boyhood visit to the temple of the feast when Jesus was disputing with the
:loctors in the temple. In recent years a tremendous controversy has raged
theologically over some of these problems about Joseph. After the birth of Jesus we
tiave no problem with it. We believe that Mary was the mother of Jesus and that
Joseph was not the father of Jesus at all, but he was the foster father. Joseph
married Mary. From that lfilion other children were born (Matthew 13:55, 56).

Nhen Nathaniel, who was to become a disciple, heard first about Jesus, he asked, with
accents of contempt, "Can any good thing come out of Nazareth?" Some of the greatest
figures in human history have had their origin and upbringing in small connmmities.
Lincoln's formative years were lived in a backwards frontier connmmi ty in Indiana.
Indeed, the majority of our Ame rican presidents seem to have come from small and quite
rural areas. In the plan of God, t hrough those three long preparatory decades of
the incarnate life of His own Son , Jesus Olrist lived in that quiet, isolated
:::onnnuni ty.
6

Joseph ~as a character of llllusual beauty and nobility. Matthew tells us that he w;
a very JUS~ man. He was devoted to the principles of his faith. Joseph of Nazare1
revealed his regard for justice at the time of Mary's mystery. He was not at firs 1
able t? comprehend the miracle of Jesus' birth. He was eager to be just with resp(
to society when Mary was. found in a co~di tion which could have been condenmed by
those ab?Ut her.n?t knowing God's .proIIllse. Joseph was no less eager to be just hir
self. His religion had taught him to love himself as well as his God and his
neighb?r· Surely a man o~ his recognized reputation in the synagogue and in the
~onnnunity would have connnitted a grave injustice to himself had he been associated
in wedlock with a woman of questionable morality. Joseph delayed action until he
fully lll1.derstood a~l. t~e implications of the situation. He possessed an admirable
and exemplary ~ensitivity to all the. claims of justice in his life. He was preo~+
r.l
served fro1!1 being ~ 1!1an o~ hasty action and rash judgment. There was an emotional
ll
'J
b~lai:ce ~hich qual~fied him to meet a special crisis. Joseph would have been actir
w1 thm his legal rights had he decided to put Mazy away before marriage. After al]
she was pre?Uant before he had kn?wn h~r. He viewed the picture from every possib l
By: Dr. Charles Feinberg
angle? want~ng to see the whole situation before he formed a decision. As C1uysos1
described him, "He w~ ~ind and. sw~etly reasonable." He sought to seal Mary from ie of the important con~iderations at tl:e advent season is God's purpose for the
g~ze of the cruel, en ti cal curiosity of the people. He refused to wash the soilectcamation of Jesus Christ. As the basis, we suggest that marvelous passage of
line~ of the family circle in public places. He did not choose to weep upon the :ripture, Isaiah 9: 1-7. Here the prophet foretells, "Nevertheless, the dimness
public's shoulder. Joseph was obviously attlllled to the leading of the Holy Spirit Lall not be such as was in her vexation, when at the first he lightly afflicted the
He could have testified with the apostle Paul that he was not disobedient to the md of Zebulun and the land of Naphtali, and afteiward did more grievously afflict
heavenly calling of God.
:r by the way of the sea, beyond the Jordan, in Galilee of the nations. The people
lat walked in darkness have seen a great light; they that dwell in the land of the
It is interesting to notice that before the New Testament had been written God em.!adow of death, upon them hath the light shined. Thou hast multiplied the nation,
p~oyed dreams as a method of conveying ires sages and information to those t~ whom He.d increased the joy; they rejoice before thee according to the joy in harves~, and
wished to spe~ . . Such was. the experience of Joseph of Nazareth. It was by this ; men rejoice when they d~vide the spoil. For tho1:1 hast broken the .yoke of his
method that his mind was disabused of any misgivings about Mary. He accepted her itrden, and the staff of his shoulder, the rod of his oppressor, as in the day of
reservedly to be his wife. It was by a dream that he was warned of the dangers ove-dian. For every battle of the warrior is with confused noise, and gannents rolled
sh~ow0g the child Jesus through the plot of Herod. It was by a dream which he h~ blood, but this shall be with burning and fuel of fire. For 1:11-to us a child is.
w~ile in the haven of ~~t,. t~at he returned to his own country. Each of us may p,m, llllto us a son is given, and the government. shall be upon his shou~der; and his
t~rres when th~ Holy ?pint visits us especially. It may be as a result of reading une s~all be called Wonderfu~, Counselor,. The :Mighty God, The Everlasting Father,
Bible, or during a time of sorrow and affliction when our hearts are more tender tcle Pnnce of Peace. Of the increase of his governrrent and peace there shall be no
God. Josep~'s heart was open to the Lord's definite and specific leading. As we id, upon the throne of David, and upon his kingdom, to order it, and to establish
study the Bible are we stirred by what God would have us to see?
: with justice and with righteousness from henceforth even forever. The zeal of the
Jrd of hosts will perform this."
Joseph, by his good and gracious example in the role of father provided Jesus wit1
backgrotmd for H~s wonderful teachings concerning God, our hea~enly Father. Josepflis is ?ne of the most remark~le passages in the Bible as to the coming birth of
was lllldoubtedly in Jesus' rremory constantly when He taught His disciples to pray 1e Messiah. Here the two coIIllngs of our Lord are seen together. The sufferings
"Our Father which art in heaven." Jesus must have learned as a child a great de~l rid the glory are a part of the same picture (I Peter 1: 10 ,ll). The preceding
the feet of the wonderful man who became his faster father rearing Him in the ci tf.apter has concerned judgment with God's wrath on llllbelief. The people are greatly
of Nazareth. We. see this when He talked about the parable' of the prodigal son and istre~sed. All th~y behold i~ trolll?le and darkne~s (I~aiah 8 :21,~2) •. What
enused
expression of the fath~r who so tenderly and magnanimously welcomed horre JPUraging new note is struck with this ne~ glory v:sua~ized by Is~iah in 0e ninth
w~denng boy, J?seph also receLved an anmmciation as did the virgin Mary. At thJlapter. He sets forth the threefold design or objective of the incarnation.
tirre there was disclosed to him two tremendous truths. Both of these lie at the ve
heart of our faith. The first truth is the fact that Mary's Son was to be conceivJle first of these wonderful concepts is joy (9:1-3). The good news is that dinmess
of 0e Holy Spirit, born of a virgin. Secondly, Joseph was shown in a dream the sn' t going to continue. Vexation will come to an end. Those who have their hearts
coming.death o~ his foster Son, and the major motive for Christ's coming into the rung with the trials of invasion and the cares of this life will rejoice the most.
~orld in the first p~ace. "Thou shalt call His Name Jesus," said the angel to Jose.
.
.
~or He shall save His people f~o1? their sins." These things are what Joseph be- erse on~ tells us. of the lands of Zebulllll and N~htali, two of the 12 tribes. They
heved and what we too must positively affinn to make our faith reality. May the ere again and again overnm by enemy forces. Like a doonnat, they were downexarrrple of Joseph's life~ in rnai:Y ways the "forgotten man of Christmas," encourage rod.den in their exposed position as b~ing in th~ out~ying are~ of the land of.
our hearts anew to be faithful m our love and service for the Saviour!
srael. Nazareth was in the very confines of tlns tribal territory. To these in
espair there comes a promise "The people who walked in darkness have seen a great
ight." What a contrast with' darkness. It was rightly said of our Saviour, "He was
he light that correth into the world that lighteth every man." He alone could testify,
I am the Light of the world. He that followeth ire shall not walk in darkness but
hall have the Light of life." Why was His headquarters in this area so downtrodden?
atthew 4: 15 and 16 tells us that was the headquarters of the earthly ministry be7
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cause there where everything was so black and the darkness engulfed them hwnanly
speaking, the horizon in the land of Galilee was anything but bright. Yet this is
the place where God's joy can shine out all the more wondrously. Verses o~e to three
refer to the paramotmt truth of joy. The picture is of a godly Israelite not only
rejoicing in the Lord in his own home and in his own village, but also co~ng before
the Lord in the sanctuary rejoicing in the presence of God. Remember even in this
hour you can have joy with the Lord in your heart. It was said of a ~ery devoted
saint that he seemed to go to heaven every night because he was so happy every day.
A beautiful metaphor on this theire states that "Joy is the flag which is flown from
the castle of the heart when the King is in residence there."
The next picture we find in this passage is the breaking of oppression and the ushering in of peace ( 4-6) • Tranquility can come because all oppression is broken through
the Messiah's triumphant victory. In that corning hour of final judgirent, oppression
will cease, carnal weapons will be done away with, swords shall be beaten into ploughshares, and spears changed into pruning hooks. What a time when people no longer
learn the ways of war. There will be lllli versal peace.
"A child is born" gives us a very clear statement of the enthronerrent of the Messiah.
Here we see Deity clothed in humanity. Christ will bear on His shoulder the insignia
of office as King of kings and Lord of lords.

Scripture states, "His name shall be called." This is singular. That means not many
names, but one of many significances. A perfect diamond has 32 facets, each with its
own particular value. So with these beautiful designations for Christ. He is wonderful or miraculous in His nature. His personage is infinite. Then as counselor He
lUlderstands all our needs. How many are the weary hearts of the downtrodden and
oppressed. There are those bereaved, ill, distraught, and deranged. Yet, as the great
ColUlselor, Christ is infinite in wisdom and power. The Saviour is also the everlasting
Father, which means He is the author of eternal life. "Prince of peace" shows us not
that which is anticlimactic but really where the emphasis in the passage rests. The
subject is peace, probably the most used, and yet rnisllllderstood word in international
relations today. Peace seems to elude more tantalizingly than ever before.
Somebody has well said that the prominence of the word "less" during the past years
is interesting. We now have "smokeless" powders, "ice less" refrigerators, "fireless"
cookers, "wireless" telephony and telegraphy, "skidless" tires, "drugless" methods of
healing, "boneless" ireat, "shiftless" cars (as well as "shiftless" people), and in
religious affairs even a "bloodless" Gospel, a "spiritless" ministry, and a "powerless" church. To cap it all off we see a "peaceless" world trying to produce a
"warless" society. Even a grannnar school student could tell us how poor~y we are
succeeding. It remains, bless God, for the Prince of peace to effect this tremendous
goal. It is the second design of the incarnation.
Finally, the third aspect is given in verse seven. In the future 0ere will be.
justice and righteousness, not a kingdom predicated on force and victory. It will
never end for it will be eternal in duration. A righteous kingdom can never be
superceded and God's zeal will do it. The Lord Himself will accomplish all that is
predicted here.
What event in human history can compare with the incarnation of God the Son with all
its past, present and future implications? These three elements ar~ a~so portrayed in
Romans 14:17:joy, peace, and righteousness. Paul uses t~ese three in J~t the opposite
order, "righteousness, peace and joy." They come about in the Holy Spirit.
An artist drew a picture of a wintry twilight.

The trees were heavy laden with snow.
A dreary, dark house, lonely and desolate in the middle of the storm fanned the basis

for th~ sad pi~ture. Then the artist, with a quick stroke of a yellow crayon, put a
light in one wmdaw. The effect was magical. The whole scene was transfonned into
a picture of comfort. and ?ieer. The birth of Jesus Christ was just exactly that way.
He brought eternal hght into a dark world. Yes, truly we can sing, "Joy to the
world, the Lord has come."
·
There is some striking truth concerning the corning of the Messiah fotmd in the Old
Testament prophecy of Micah. He gives us this heautiful foretelling "But thou
Bethlehem Ephrathah, though thou be li~tle among the thousands of Judah, yet out of
thee shall he come forth lll1to me tha~ is to be ruler in Israel, whose goings forth
h~ve been from of old, ~rom everlasting.
Therefore will he give them up, tmtil the
t11re that she who travaileth hath brought forth· then the reillllant of his brethren
shall return 1:ilto the 0ildren of Israel. And he shall stand and feed in the strengtn
of the Lord, m the maJesty of the name of the Lord, his God; and they shall abide;
for now shall ~e be great unt? the ends of the earth. And this man shall be the peace,
when the Assyricn.: shall_ come :nto our land; and when he shall tread in our palaces,
then shall we raise against him seven shepherds and eight principal men''
(Micah 5: 2- 5).
'
The_ first scene we noti~e is the ~eg~ad~t~on of t~e leaders of Israel. The people and
their monarchs were sub~ected to indignities by wicked conquerors. Over against that
we have contrasted the incomparable victory of the invincible future ruler of Israel
This is a millennial picture. actually. Micah declares that in the last days it will.
come to pass that the mountain of the house of · the Lord shall be established. There
in the top of the motmtain, it is going to be exalted above the hills and people
'
shall flow tmto Him.
'

It is after that wonderful chapter of joy and blessing that Micah indicates the One
through whom the blessing I?USt coire. Under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit he
l?resents. one great Persoi: in. three ma~velous aspects. First of all, the mighty God
U: etem~ ty comes f?r!-11. in time. He is not circum.5 cribed or lirni ted and confined by
time. His many activities have been from of old or from everlasting. Consider whaf
~es~ "goings forth" were (Micah 5: 2) • They were before creation:
"In the begirunng was the Wor~, and the Word was with God" (John 1:1). In Colossians 1:16, 17
we r ead that all tJnngs were made for Him, by Him and by Him all things consist or
a~ere together. It is not by the law of gravitation, but by the power of this '
nughty God, that everything has its being. In His appearances to the patriarchs of
old as the angel of the Lord, we see appearances of the pre-incarnate Christ.
Throu~hout the Old Testament history of redemption, that Captain of the hosts of the
Lord is none other than a marvelous manifestation of the Saviour's workings.
~e

phrases in this text are the strongest possible statements of infinite duration
in 0 e Hebrew language. Psalm 90: 2, "From everlasting to everlasting thou art God."
Is ru.~ 9: 6, "The ev~rlas ting F~ther,". reminds us just as "In the beginning was the
Word, ~at Jesus didn'~ come into being, ~e already was living and existing
~John 1.1). The pre-existence of the Messiah ireans that He lived before He became
incarnate through the virgin Mary by the operation of the Holy Spirit.
There was a young Moslem who was learning English. Missionaries know that one good
wa~ t o teac~ ~mr language is from the Bible.
This is the way this man was seeking to
~~m. the ability to speak English. He came in his reading to Luke 23:34, "Father,
r g1ve them, for they know not what they do." This, of course is Olrist 's prayer
on the cross to God His Father. The yolll1g Moslem closed the bo~k and observed "He
was
the San ?f God; He nust have been the Son of God. No one else would have prayed
'
f
h"
?rgh is enemies." How true that evaluation. Here is the wonderful truth of the
nu ty God in eternity.
This passage not only speaks of the mighty God in eternity (Micah 5 :2-5), it also
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wondrously goes on to come into the sphere of time. In this regard we read ab out a
blessed babe in Bethlehem. This little village is about six Roman miles soutJ:w~st
of Jerusalem., It was the birthplace of King David himself. There were mo ci ties
naired Bethlehem in the holy land. This one in Judah always has added to it ,
Bethlehem Judah, meaning the Bethlehem which is among the tribe of Judah . Other
times it is Bethlehem of Zebulun (Joshua 19:15). Our Lord Jesus was born in the
south, not in the north.
Bethlehem comes from two Hebrew words which mean "house of bread." Ephrat h ah cones
from a verb that signifies "fruitful." In this way, both refer to the produce or the
fertility of that region. Of course, it yielded the most wonderful product of al l.
As in the house of bread, Christ became the Bre ad of life for you and me .
The birthplace of the Babe is incli cated as being "too little . " Micah is poi nt i ng out
the insignificant character of tl1C' vi Hage . It is not rrentioned among the cities of
Judah in Joshua 15. Nor is it in the list of cities in Nehemiah 11 when the people
cane back from captivity. I rerrernber after my first visit to the holy land wh~n I
observed to a friend, "If you're not careful, you' re out of it before you r e alize
you' re in it." Think of the condescension of God the Son, the mighty One , to come
in such a lowly manner to that insignificant village .
A Davidic dynasty is also indicated here. From this small village is going t o come
forth unto the Lord the Ruler of all Israel. The words "1.Illto me" are important.
They show the corning of this One is primarily to carry out the purposes of Go~ the
Father. Messiah's birth was to be in Bethlehem instead of Jerusalem, the capital of
the kingdom. The latter would be the place where you would expect an heir to the
throne to be bom. That the smaller city was prophesied could only ire an that the
family of David had fallen on evil days. Israel had been given up into the po~er. of
her enemies. This was exactly the picture when Christ crure. The Jews were wn thing
under Roman rule and oppression.
"The woman who travails to bring forth," in verse three refers to the natic;>n in
general. In actual history it was the virgin Mary in p~rticu~a:. Revelat10~ 12 :1-6
tells about the woman who travailed and cried out in pain, waiting to be delive re d.
The dragon, Satan, was there ready to devou: 0e ?1ild,. but he was hinder:d f r om i t .
The devil is potent, but the 01.ild of the virgin is oilUlipotent •. In the time of .He rod
there was no question in the minds of the ch~ef priests and sc::nbes as t o 0 e b irtJ:11
place of the Messiah (Matthew 2 :4-6). The king asked the scribes, Whe~ 1s He going
to be bom ?" They replied, ''He' 11 be born in Bethlehem." Then why was. i t that t~os e
in Israel looked for an heir in Jerusalem? They should have been watchlllg the cribs
in Bethlehem.

and recognizes his need, that's where God will meet him. So 01.rist came to that
very place to say, "If you own it, if you admit it, I now will take that sin upon
rre in a corning day on Calvary' s cross . ''
The passage goes on to talk about this blessed One, the mighty God in eternity, who
shall bring in peace. Someday He will be ruler of His people in peace in Jerusalem.
Before that rule His brethren nrust return to the land to be joined with the rest of
the nation in a regathering. We see initial signs of it now from the worldwide dispersion. The predicted One becomes the Shepherd of Israel who will lead His flock.
He shall always have the needs of His people at heart. The office of shepherd expresses His royal care and protection. The concept of feeding has in it the idea of
rule as well. This ministry will be perfonned in the strength of the Lord. During
His rule in Jerusalem, Israel will dwell in peace and security. They will not be
driven from pillar to post as in previous ages. His rule and power will be worldwide for He will be peace. It was at the 1907 annual rreeting of the British and
Foreign Bible Society that a bishop from northwest Canada gave the following witness
to the value of Christ and His Gospel as the source of all peace. He said, "If you
go down the river from Edmonton two thousand- odd miles to reach the Arctic Ocean,
every two or three htmdred miles you will find a place called 'The Hudson Bay Company
Post.' There's usually a mission in connection with it. Around the place are stumps
that have been cut off, almost level with the ground. That means that 45 years
previously the Hudson Bay Company had to have a stockade all around these posts to
protect their lives and their property. They've now been cut down and used for firewood. The reason is that the peace and light of the Gospel of Christ has shown into
the hearts of the people." My friend, it can bring peace into your weary heart also.
Does He IUle in your life today in peace?
There is a wonderful theire on the incarnation fm.md in the familiar words , "He shall
save His people," which is taken from the passage in Matthew 1: 18- 25. Though the
nativity story be told a thousand times over, repeated year after year, it cannot
lose its beauty and power. It is such good news which coires from God Himself. The
message never grows "threadbare;" it is never worn out.
In Matthew's Gospel accmm.t we are given the long family tree or genealogy of the
Messiah. It shows His clear line of royal descent from David. After this, the actual
marmer of the birth of the Messiah is set forth. A world of meaning resides in His
very Nane, Jesus. Christ's coming was to deal with iren' s sins. This is the root of
all evil. It is the malady from which all mankind suffers ; it is the burden tlllder
whose load all human hearts groan. God alone can save from sin and its curse of
eternal death. What we need today spiritually is not to make our time more tolerable,
but we desire freedom and liberation from life's distress.

They tell the story of Mrs. Booth, the wife of iyilliam Booth, fmmd:r of the Sal vati on
Anny, who, when she was a little girl, was wal~ing alon~ the road with a h oop and
stick. As she ran along she suddenly saw a prisoner being dragged away by. a constable
to the prison. There was a mob hooting at the lIDforttmate sufferer. In his u~te;
loneliness and need, he appealed at once to her heart.
It seemed to her _he ~icm t
have a friend in all the wide world. So quick as a flash she sprang to his side and
marched down the street with him, determined that he'd know there was one soul who
felt for him whether he suffered for his own faults or that of another. So the Lord
Jesus was th~ brightness of the Father's glory. He condescended t? corn: dowi: to this
world, not only to manife st the Father's love for us, but also to identify Himself
with us in our sufferings and in our need.

There are.seven simple facts everyone should know about sin . First, it earns wages;
second, sin pays wages; third, sin insists on paying (you may be quite willing to let
the accotm.t ~o, bu~ sin is relentless). Fourth, sin pays i ts wages in kind. This
ire~s that sm against the body brings results in the body; sin in the rrental life
brings.results there; sin in contact with other people brings a chain of effects
potentially involving many. It is terribly true that no man sins to himself. It is
0e most. selfish. of. acts, influencing to some extent every single one whom we touch.
Fifth, sin pays m installments, l~ttle by little and constantly. Sixth, sin pays in
full ur:iess the bloo~ of Jes~ Christ _washes away the stain. Finally, sin is selfexecutive. !t pays its O\Tn bills. Sin has bmmd up in itself all the terrific consequences whicJ: can ever come. The logical result of sin is death: death to the body,
death to the mind, yes death to the soul. How wonderful to realize that Jesus Christ
came to save us from our sins .

So many people have misunderstood the baptism of our Lord. I~ wasn't because He might
have thought there was something lacking in H~m. He was baptized at the place where
they were baptized. There they con fessed their need of God. Wherever man expresses

This passage also points out the ob jective of 01.rist' s coming.
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The very heart and

receive Him into your heart by simple faith. May your testimony be, "Nothing in my
hand I bring; simply to thy cross I cling. I do receive thee, Lord Jesus, by faith,
into my heart for time and all eternity."

core is for the purpose of salvation. The name for Jesus in Hebrew is the. familiar
"Joshua" of the Old Testament. It neans "Jehovah is Saviour." This name is not
nerely indicative of some abstract truth or some neans of identificat~on, for oi:e
person over against another. The title goes to the very heart of Christ s conung.
He is Savi our!
Jesus Christ is the great teacher but that's not the ultimate purpose of His co~ng.
He is the matchless example of hohness, but that wasn't. th: p:ima:Y purpose of His
incarnation. surely He came as the Saviour to save. This is in His very nature. He
Before He can teach us before He can lead us, be10re He can rule over us, before
can guide us, He ITD.lSt ~ave us! To save is the supreme task above all others·
uestion is often asked by Jewish people, ''Why was the promised Me;~iah known as
In th:
final analysis the same mission is set forth in both names· Irrnnanuel and Je~us s
"God is with us to save and redeem us." There you have the _whole rressag~ •
n. i
coming to save us Christ manifests that He is God. Only lliity can save rom sin.

The

'Imm~uel' in Isaiah 7: 14 and yet called 'Jesus' when He actually came·

ir

A eneral used to take his little son into his ams to tell him about J:sus • The
sm~ll boy never grew tired of that sweet story. It was always ne~ .~o ~im. ~e day'
while sitting in his daddy's lap his father asked, '.'Would my son i. e o g~
how
h
?"
''Yes Papa " came the eager reply. The wise general continued, And
c:ve~~ et to 'heave~? Your 1i ttle heart is full of sin. How c~ you" expect to t~
wher~ Go~ is?" The lad thought for a m?1nent as his father eXJ?la1ne~, ~ode~f t~a o
that only the pure in heart shall see Him. How then can my 11 ttle oy xp t b
~

faclel_gre~ ve1hi~adchee~;s ~:aI~i~e~~dh;;ua110:1~i~~:;rthe~'s~s~

there?" The chbild's
When the tears egan ro ing own
and sobbed, "Papa, Jesus can save me!"
and He's willing; He wants to.

'
· ght
He was absolutely n
·

Onl Jesus can
Y
'

Notice also in this verse the beneficiaries of Christ'~ coming (Matth:w lt: 2 lI) • Hlis
· ·
f H* bl
d
rk
The first reference is o srae .
people were the recipients_o
is
~sse_ wo •.
ld of the Jewish :Messiah. This
accept Christ as sa1our by
~~i:. He' cones de~ignedly to the lost sheep of the ~ouse of Israel.
sp ere
and scope of His blessings though are now widened ~o inclu~e all (John£ 1.12)1:.he'Ih~rse
· t
hvmn has it correct ''He comes to make His blessings flow, ar. as.
Chris mas ·; .. a~
~
rk has gone on 1t is now
· f lIDd " It is to the world over. uirist s saving wo
,
~~in~
and it will yet go on tIDtil the day of eternity, thank God.

01ris~:i 1h~~~~~s~~~e i~n a~~ ~~:~~ ~~t~f1~~ow~~uld

on:

'

•

,

n:e

•

. T.
·
t down a young Scotsman stood up in a
Four years after the great s h ip i tanic wen
'
·
f the Titanic
meeting in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. He declared,. "I'm a sur:r1vor o ht Mr John.
When I was drifting along on ~ spar on th~t awful m~~t1,1e h;i~ai~ro~fre yo; saved?'

~~;'~\ 0~~:SJr fr~~ :Ot? ~: u~~e7me, ~~Ii:~

1

th~

on
Lord Jesi'.is Christ and .
tho~ shalt be saved.' Then the waves bore him c:wa~, but s~range to s~d :~, ag~~~ ,
brought him back a little nearer. He ~as Hmore i~:~~nt:Be~fe~o~nsilie Lord. Jesus '
1

~~~~i:d ~o~~~~~:s~~~e~:; 5:~tly ~i~~aI~ hi we~;md~~~:~~ ~~~e

in

the night, with two miles of water tIDder ne,
e 1eve •
convert." Bless God, he was a soul who Jesus came to save.

d
th t which was lost. The Son of man
Yes, the Son of man came to seek an to. s~ve
a
to ive His life a ransom for
came not to be ministered tIDto but to minister and b g f. · aTV of the saving work
·
t th·
· s that you can become a ene 1c1 . . ;
.
many. The importan
ing 1
t.
All He asks of you now is to
of the Redeemer. Simply trust Him for your sa1va ion.

We are all familiar with the marvelous passage in Luke 2:1-7 which tells us of Mary
and Joseph's plight when Christ was born. The inn of Bethlehem was full and the only
place for the Saviour of the world was a lowly stable manger. Frequent census were
taken by the Roman government for the purpose of imposing taxes. Every individual
was to be enrolled in the city of his residence. .Amazingly God caused Mary and
Joseph to go down to Bethlehem, their ancestral home. Mary, the natural mother of
our Lord, and Joseph, the legal father, made their way to Bethlehem. In Mary's
condition the journey would of necessity be a slow one. Before they arrived the
small village was well crowded. There was rarely more than one inn in such a
community. The Bread of life from heaven was placed in the manger where animals were
fed. The fact is indisputable; it cannot be denied. No matter how many times it's
repeated, "No room for Him in the inn," still is strange and startling. After so
many repeated promises of His coming, even with angels heralding His birth with
praises from heaven, why should He come so unnoticed, unrecognized and unacclaimed?
He was essentially refused an abiding place so that He might open heaven to you and
me, not for a temporary visit but as our eternal abode.
Not only was there no room for Christ at His birth, but, sad to relate, there was no
room for the Saviour in His day. Jolm 1: 11 tells us He came unto His own things, His
own land, His own throne, His own kingdom, His own royalty, His own right to rule ,
and they who were His own received Him not. How sad that there was no room for
Christ. Nazareth had no room for Him in His day (Luke 4: 29). Capemaillll had no room
for Him (Matthew 8: 34). Perfonning miracles and marvelous supernatural works, and
yet the people didn't want Him. Samaria had no room for Him (Luke 9: 53) • And
Judea, even worse, had no room for Him (John 7:1). There were those there intent on
slaying Him before His time. In Matthew 8:20 we read that He had not where to lay
His head. Think of Christ on the cross. There was no room for Him on earth or in
heaven. The loneliness of Christ was real and ever present. His only close
companion and acquaintance was grief. Sadly enough, there's no room for Christ in
many lives still today.
01ristians find no room for Him either. Our Lord told His disciples that if the
world rejected and persecuted Him, they would also hate and despise His followers
(J?hn 17: 14). The only promise in this regard He had for His followers was, "You are
gorng_ to be persecuted in this world" (John 16: 33). How grateful we can be, however,
for His overcoming power! Remember, it is in the nature of live fish to swim against
the water currents; dead fish flow with the tide. Persecution and harassment are the
portion of believers in our day as Scripture warns it would be. Bishop Hall
observed, "Thou earnest to Thine own and Thine own received Thee not. How can it
trouble us to be rejected of the world which is not ours?" Renember that trampled
grass grows the greenest. Where the world has no room for the Christian misunderstanding and misinterpreting him, it is wonderful to know that since Chrfst 's cross
wc:is too heavy, He has never allowed any one of His own followers to bear a load
w~thout His strength and support ever present at hand. Lady Huntington of England
withdrew from the fashionable circles of her day for a life of conduct she felt was
proper for a believer. This naturally excited the hatred of those of her own rank
although she had a testimony in their consciences. One day at court the Prince of'
Wales asked Lady Charlotte Edwin where Lady Hlilltington was. He wanted to know why
she so seldom visited the same social circle anymore. Lady Edwin replied with a
sneer, "I suppose she's praying with her beggars ! " The Prince shook his head sadly
an~ observed, "Lady Charlotte, when I'm dying I think I shall be happy to see the
skirt of Lady Htmtington 's mantle to lift me up with her to heaven." How tragic
that the world has no room for Christians and their Saviour in these days.
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No room for Him who came to conquer sin
And bid distress and mouTI1ing flee away.
So in the stable he was fefgn to stay
Whilst revelry and riot reigned within.

The most difficult thing to realize is that so many have no room for Christ in the
hearts of unbelief today. Psalm 10: 4 tells us, "God is naught in all the thoughts
of the unsaved." Al though Christ is King of kings and Lord of lords, yet few thei
are , relatively speaking, who trust Him with the government of their lives or thei
And still the same old tale is told again.
affairs . What a shame. There's no room for Christ not only in governmental matte
The world is full of greed and gain and glee
but also in intellectual concerns. Look how many volumes are coming from the pres
And
has no room for God because of it. ·
in so many languages of the globe. He's the di vine Teacher. Never a man spake as
Lord,
though my heart be filled with joy and
He did. They even asked in His day from whence He derived such wisdom. Yet in he
faith,
many places do you see His guidance? Is it in our editorials? Is it in our natic
Grant that it ne'er may find no room for Thee
magazines? Is it in our best s ellers? Christ's marvelous light and illumination
Like that benighted inn at Bethlehem.
are completely missing. The worst of it is that the unsaved have no room for Him
spiritual matters. They may talk about rethinking missions. They may be carried
away with some great leader who has a dynamic new religion or philosophy. How
fhen it comes to the birth of Jesus Christ, it is extremely profitable to deal at
shameful that Christian America, so- called, should have people coming to us f r om .ength with this most significant event (Luke 2:8-20). Without question, He has
pagan countries, where people are living on the lowest plane below animals, to tryxert ed the greatest influence from every angle upon the world . He is the Redeeme r
to teach us their superstitious ways! We have all manner of proliferation of isrnior the highest to the lowest type of humanity. He is the Restorer of the los t order
and schisms (and "asms" and "spasms"). ''No need for a saviour," they say, "only fherever He is followed. He is the Ruler of the greatest empire. His birth is
example is necessary." Imagine a dead corpse being offered as an example to fo l lcitally re l ated to all He is and has done. When an individual accepts Christ as the
Without Christ as Saviour we're still dead in trespasses and sins. We need the 0rirgin-born Saviour, it is not really difficult for him to tm.derstand the work or the
who is Life. The Lord of glory wants the warm inn of the soul but the unsaved ailai ms of Christ seen in His marvelous resurrection power.
offering Him a manger of stone. Christ wants to come and make'His abode within
(John 14: 23) •
onsider first of al l what the birth of the Saviour meant for God. Whateve r His
.oming and life have meant to the world can be measured by the importance the alIt is also necessary to observe that sometimes there is no room for Christ in the d.ghty Father has in view. The incarnation was the means of God's self- revelation .
hearts of many saved. An example would be of Martha and Mary in Luke 10. Martha e had never had any prophet, Moses, Isaiah, Daniel, or anyone else upon whom He
so occupied that she didn't have time to give Christ the first place. He is crowaould ~os i tively rely to be the ulti mate perfect means of revealing Himself. Yet ,
out today by the cares of this world. We become so busy with worrying about this n Christ, Jesus of Nazareth, He was provided exactly that. "In the beginning was
that, that Christ is excluded from the mind. Innumerable and tIDproductive thoughthe Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God" (John 1:1). The Bib l e
flow through our thought p:ocesses each day. Do you remember the little girl as sells us thc:it."The Word b~carne flesh." That means Deity was revealing Deity . You
knelt to pray. It was during the Christmas season, and instead of praying, "Forgiem~mber Phi~ip asked Christ, "Show us the Father, and we will be satisfied. " The
us our trespasses," she recited it differently. She entoned, "Forgive us our
aviour replied, "Have I been so long time with you, Philip, and do you not know that
Christmases, as we forgive those who Christmas against us."
e 0c:it hath ~een Me hath seen the Father? I am the visible repres ent ati on of the
nvisible God (John 14:9). The Lord further testified "No man hath seen God a t
How Christ is crowded out with the cares of this world: sicknesses, losses, birthf.Y time ; the only begotten Son, who is in the bosom of' the Father , He has declar ed
even holidays (so-called holy days). He is move9- aside by the pleasures of this .im" (John 1: 18). Before Jesus came, people didn't really tIDderstand the nature and
world. Men can so revel in the things of life, becoming engrossed in them that teart of God. He truly revealed the Father. He revealed the love of God; He relose sight of eternal things. Of course, we all have many duties. There ~re
~ a~ed the heart of compassion in God through His pardoning grace. The birth of
business problems and matters of career so that there is no time for Christ and Hliri~t. fur~her_was. a means of self-glorification (John ll:40). In man, selfchurch. Sin above all else stands out 'Predominantly in those who have no room foilorificat:-on is sinful because man is a sinner. He is not worthy in himself of glory.
Christ, harboring some sin they are llllwilling to give up. Listen, when Christ is'od alone _is wo:thy of glory. He must receive it. This was one of Christ's great
truly admitted, He crowds everything else out. When other things are admitted filurp ?ses :-n coming. He wanted those who heard Him to believe His words and t o
they crowd Him out. The effect of sin in a person's life is like the effect prodJlonfy His Father who was in heaven.
~y allowing a single, simple drop of ink to fall into a glass of pure water. Al~
.
.
imperceptibly it contaminates the whole receptacle.
e birth of Christ meant to the Father a means of sacrificial giving. "For God so
oved the worl~ that He gave His only begotten Son, that whosoever believe th i n Him
I wish we were all like the soldier of Napoleon's great army. Wounded one day by ~~t"d ~ot perish bu~ ha:re everlasting life" (John 3: 16). Recall Isaiah's pr ophe tic
bullet that entered his breast above his heart, he was carried to the rear. There. ~' Unto us a clnld is born, unto us a Son is given." This meant God's oversurgeon was probing the wotIDd with his lmife when at lenoth
that faithful guardsm2·1owi~~heart of love was constantly wishing to give forth sacrificially . In crea0
exclairned, "An inch deeper and you'll find the emperor!" Christ's name should be i~n b
gave the products of the earth for our bodies. In redemption He gave His
indelibly engraved on and in our hearts.
n Y egotten Son for our souls. What a difference!
We read Ellen T. Fc:wler ' s beautiful poem,
Strangely the wondrous poem doth begin
Of that which came to pass on Christmas Day.
The newborn Babe was in a manger laid
Because there was no room inside the inn.

t ~as in one_ of Dr. J. Wi~bur Chapman's meetings that a man rose to give this r e ar a~le tes t~mony. He said, "I got off at the Pennsyl vania depot as a tramp one day
n Philadelphia. For a year I begged on the streets for a living. One day I touched
_man on the shoulder and plead, 'Mister, please give me a dime . ' As soon as I saw
is f ace , I reC:ognized my own father. 'Dad, don't you know me? ' I asked . Throwing
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his anns around me, he cried, 'I've found you . I' ve f mmd you . All I have is
yours •" That man went on to say in his testimony, "Think of it. I , a tramp , s toad
begging my father for ten cents, when for 18 years he had been looking for rre to
give me all he was worth." Listen, in the giving of Christ God gave Hi s all.
There is also a special meaning to Christ in His b i rth. I t is self-humili ation
(Philippians 2 : 5-11) • While on an equality with God He didn't think it was something
to be held onto, surrendered, or given up. He came down to be f ashioned as a man ,
and obedient unto death. The One who has the only real power came in apparent weakness. There was no compulsion here except of love. Earthly thrones are generally
built with steps ~ to them, but the remarkable thing ab out the thrones of the
eternal kingdom is that the steps are all down to us. We must descend if we would
reign; we must stoop if we would rise. Many of us think that God puts His best gifts
on a high shelf for us to reach up to them. Actually, the best gifts are on the
lower shelves so that spiritual babes or the hurrb le may get them.
Christ went to the limit in self-humiliation . He was born a Babe in a manger in
Bethlehem. This meant submission to the Father's will. He did always the things
that were pleasing to God (John 6:38; 8:29). He came to do as He was divinely
bidden (Hebrews 10:9). - That blessed One through suffering became the Captain of our
salvation that He might deliver us from the death of deaths: sin and eternal
perdition.
There is also a special meaning in the birth of Christ for Israel. It means the consl.lll1IIlation of all the hopes and promises through the ages. The Christmas hymn has it
correctly, "The hopes and fears of all the years are iret in Thee t onight ." The
Golden Age of the Greeks and the Romans was in the past. The Golden Age of the Jew
was in the future, by type, prophecy, symbol, and promise. The Heb r ew was encouraged
to look to the future while the pagan, heathen world of that day had its glory all
behind it. The historian Pliny observed, "Give me needed cons olati on great and
strong, of which I've never heard or read. All that I've heard or r e ad comes back to
my memory now, but my sorrow is too great." Israel was looking for t he fulfillment of
the woman's seed (Genesis 3: 15) • He would be the Shiloh of t he tribe of J udah
(Genesis 49:10), and the Star out of Jacob (Ntmbers 24:17) . No one could compare to
Him as the marvelous priest after the order of :Melchizedek (Ps al m 110:4), the Ruler
whose goings forth have been from of old, even from everlasting (Micah 5: 2). Christ
was the wonderful consurmnation of all the hopes and promises for a cruci al moment in
history. Yet, with personal and national rejection, the birt h of that Child me ant
the calamity of her entire history. "0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem, " Chris t cried, " t hou
that killest the prophets, and stonest them who are sent unto thee, how often would I
have gathered My children together, even as a hen gathereth her chickens under her
wings, and ye would not" (Matthew 23: 37) • Finally, the coming of the Babe of
Bethlehem has a marvelous meaning for the world . It is God's divine and only provision of a Saviour. Hear these words, "For unto you," man in sin , not unt o angels
but to us, human beings, " i s born this day in the city of David a Saviour who is
Christ the Lord." The Son of man caire to seek and to save that which was l ost.
Jesus could testify, " I am the Door; by Me if any man enter in, he shall be s aved,
and shall go in and out, and find pasture" (John 10:9). What fullness of bless ing!
Those green pastures bes i de the still waters are the provision of the Good Shepher d
(Psalm 23). We now have a hope that is steadfast and sure within the veil where
Christ has gone for us. The Savi our has been born "unto you," personally and individually.
-
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A woman in India had learned that she was a sinner, and that God, being holy, could
not disregard any transgress i on. She often lamented, "I need some great Prince to
stand between my soul and God." Af ter awhile she heard that the Bible contained the
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Revelation
By: Dr. Lloyd T. Anderson
In the opening of the sixth seal (Revelation 6:12-27), we hear a great earthquake,
the stm becomes black and the moon like blood. John also prophesies that every
motmtain and island will be moved out of their places. So severe will be the devastation that people will even seek death from the supernatural destruction. This is
indeed a cataclysmic scene. No one could paint any picture more moving or terrible
than the one described at the opening of the sixth seal. The judgment of God is at
hand. It is an awe-inspiring event, to say the least.
I personally accept the fact that this is a literal and not merely a symbolic presentation. Often in the book of Revelation we find language that is allegorical or
obscure. The message, however, has to be interpreted in its plain sense far more
frequently than many Bible teachers are willing to admit. Some have erroneously
credited John with describing political movements when really he has been speaking of
God's judgment through nature. If you will keep this law of Bible interpretation in
mind you will find a great deal of spiritual light. Unless otherwise indicated, always accept the book of Revelation in a literal sense, tmless the context of the
passage indicates symbolism or allegory.
The descriptive sixth seal does not refer to the final breakup of the world, portrayed for us in Revelation later. It does show us how God is tmdertaking a direct
intervention into human affairs. Judgments of war, famine, death and martyrdom have
all largely originated in human decisions as a result of the evil heart of man.
What happens with the opening of the sixth seal originates in God as the divine
punishment inflicted upon a blasphemous and totally tmbelieving world. This, of
course, is after the church of Jesus Christ has gone home to be with the Lord in the
air. Why would the people of the earth hide theIIl.5elves if the earthquake were not
real? The events are of such character that everyone across the globe in that hour
will be impressed with the fact that the day of the judgment and wrath of God has
come. As is often the case with desperate men, instead of availing themselves of
the grace of God, they try to hide from His wrath, seeking escape in human death.
Their hope is absolutely futile. Death is not an escape but merely a change from one
condition to another. Those who defer from the innnediate judgment of God are destined for eternal danmation at the Great White Throne described in the last part of
the book of Revelation. The earth today, so indifferent to the Lord, will one day
have to think of Him. Scripture tells us that tmless Jesus comes in our lifetime,
all of us are going to die physically. When we do, the unbeliever goes to a place
of torment and agony, while the believer finds bliss, peace and happiness. Have you
been giving serious thought to the salvation of your soul? What folly to live as
t~ough God didn't exist. There is coming a day when all will find out what the
Bible teaches is actually true and will definitely come to pass.
Al~ levels of society are seen as the sixth seal is opened.

while others are slaves.

Some of them are great
When it comes to judgment upon sin, everybody is in exactly
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t:J:e same _predicament •. Success in this world, being good looking, or living on a
high social strata, will not connnend you one iota in the world to come. 'Ihe only
thing that will make a difference in where you spend eteniity is whether or not you
know Jesus Christ as your own personal Saviour. Read the Bible. Find out that
when you know Jesus Christ He not only gives you peace and satisfaction but also
joy forevennore.
·
'
'Ihe elements of divine judgment pictured here (Revelation 6:12-17) are connnon in
prophecies pertaining to the end of the age. Rerrernber that Jesus Himself predicted
earthquakes (Matthew 24: 7) • Joel does Irnlch the same (Joe 1 2: 2, 30, 31) •
Isaiah
sees the heavens departing as a scroll (Isaiah 34:4). In that dread hour, people
will seek refuge from God, trying to run away from Him. They even wish to commit
suicide but nothing happens. They IIlllS t continue to live and face God Himself. The
reference isn't to a 24-hour day but to a time period. The day of wrath in one
sense is the whole period of the great tribulation, following the rapture of the
church. This will be climaxed with the retuni of Christ again to the earth in power,
glory and divine judgment upon all those who oppose Him.
It should be a great encouragement to us as believers to knON what our condition will
be following physical death. Preceding the crucifixion and resurrection of Christ,
the spirits of those faithful who died went to a place called Paradise
(Luke 23:42, 43). This is the same with the poor beggar Lazarus, who entered into
Abraham's bosom (Luke 16: 22) • The two locations are synonymous. Following the
ascension of our Saviour into glory He took the occupants of Paradise with Him to
glory (Ephesians 4:8).
In II Corinthians 12: 2 Paul says that he was carried out of the body, or in the body,
he did not know, up into the third heaven. The first heaven is where birds fly and
clouds overspread. The second heaven is the great universe, which includes the moon,
the stars, the sun. Lastly, the third heaven is where God's throne is located. It
is to this last area to which Paul was taken (II Corinthians 12 :2-4). The same
identification is made again in Revelation 2:7 where the promise is made to those
overcomers who will be privileged to eat of the tree of life which is in the paradise
of God. Revelation 22: 1 and 2 tells us that the tree of life is in heaven. This is
exactly where our believing loved ones go when they die.
The second· important thing to remember after a believer dies is that he goes immediately to be with the Saviour. Scripture affirms, "absent from the body, present
with the Lord" (II Corinthians 5: 8) • This is the foundation in back of what Paul
tells the Philippians, "For me to live is Christ, and to die is gain. But if I live
in the flesh, this is the fruit of my labor, yet what I shall choose I know not. For
I am in a strait between two, having a desire to depart and to be with Christ, which
is far better. Nevertheless, to abide in the flesh is more needful for you"
(Philippians 1:21-24). There is definite, immediate access by the Spirit into the
presence of the Lord. Nothing shall ever separate God's child from his blessed Lord
(Romans 8:38, 39).
The third thing to underscore about those who physically die as believers is that the
moment they close their eyes Scripture makes it crystal clear that they rest in
peace, quietness, joy and blessedness. In Revelation 6:9-11 the martyrs were
definitely to rest for a little season. This certainly isn't said about the unbeliever. The beautiful testimony conceniing these tribulation saints is given, "And
I heard a voice from heaven saying unto me, Write, Blessed are the dead who die in the
Lord from henceforth. Yea, saith the Spirit, that they may rest from their labors"
(Revelation 14:13).
It should be definitely understood that there is no such thing in the Bible as "soul
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What an indescribably horrible and tragic thing for the soul of any lillbeliever who
dies without accepting Jesus Christ as Saviour.
There is also another thing abo~t those who die tnlsaved. They are in prison somewhere in God's nethenvorld, awaiting the Great White Throne Judgment Day of th~ Lord.
To study this consider I Peter 3: 19, which describes lost souls as being in prison.
These referred to are those who laughed at Noah when for 120 years he preached to
them. He called a vile and blaspheming world to come to God, and those evil rejectors are now in prison awaiting the judgment day of the Lord. Such irnprisonm~nt
is again referred to in II Peter 2: 4 and 9. Rerrember, for the wbeliever there is a
definite time of agony and tragedy when he dies without Jesus Christ. He goes
immediately into conscious torment where he remains tmtil the resurrection of eternal
judgment and danmation, after which he will be cast into hell forever and ever.
History clearly reveals that the aftennath of every war is a great famine. In
Revelation 6:5 and 6, the rider on the black horse will usher in wiversal want and
starvation. The word translated penny here is actually the Roman denarius. In
John's day it was worth about 15 cents. In the wage scale of that ti~ it. was c'?nnnon
for a person to receive one denarius for a whole day's work. Can you imagine being
employed for 15 cents a day? For such a coin one measure of wheat or three m~asures
of barley could be purchased. This will be inflation at its highest. If an individual used his penny to buy barley, a cheaper grain, he would have enough from a
day's wages to secure three good meals of barley. But if he purchased wheat, the
more precious grain, he could buy enough for only one rreal. There would be no money
left to buy other essentials like oil or wine. To put it into today's vernacular,
one would have to work a whole day to buy a loaf of bread, with no money left over
for anything else. Life will be reduced to the barest necessities.
The fourth seal shows us the scene of a pale horse. The name of the one who sits upon
it is Death "and Hades followed with him. And power was given lillto them over the
fourth part' of the earth , to ki 11 with sword, and with. hun~er, and with de a~h, and
with the beasts of the earth" (Revelation 6: 7, 8) • This pictures a prophetic day
which is yet to take place. It is a dramatic portrayal of div~ne judgment u~on the
world. lhe horse is an unearthly color described as pale or literally a tepid green.
It has a very ghastly appearance. The power of death o:rer '?ne-f?urth of th~ earth
includes the animals as well. All shall ultimately perish in this awesome Judgment
yet to come. This represents the greatest destruction of human life ever recorded
in history. Statistically, the number of people dying in Noah'~ day. was far less
than the destruction here in the tribulation. If such devastation hit today
approximately 750 million people would die. Treated g~ographical~y, i~ would mean
the destruction of the equivalent of more than the entire population of Europe and
the whole population of South Anerica. The coming judgments of God on the lfilS ~ved
world are not trivial in nature. They are almost beyond words and precedence in
character and extent. Be sure that you know Jesus Christ so that you will not be
left behind when the church goes home at the rapture.
If the revelation of the f i nal stage of Israel's predicted program be considered
future as recorded in Daniel 9: 27 then the last seven years, or the 70th week of
Daniel' will innnediately precede the second coming of our Saviour. This seven-year
period' will be divided into halves. The first three and one-half years are ~period
during which the nation of Israel is apparently protected :mder a covenant.with a
Gentile world ruler. This is the prince who is menti?ned i~ prophecy (Danie~ 9:~6).
He will be the coming superman and world ruler known in Scripture ~ the ~tichnst.
The last three and one-half years of tribulation will cover an entirely ~iffe~ent
scope. There will be an unprecedented time of trouble: Israel ~ a nation wi~l become the object of persecution as she has nev~r known it before, instead of b~ing
protected from her enemies. God's judgment will be heaped upon ungodly htmlani ty left
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upon the earth.
After the church of Jesus Christ has been ushered to heaven the world will come into
this dire and drastic hour, about which most of Revelation is written. The Antichrist now reveals himself for what he. really is. The inevitability of war is always
the result of godlessness. The res~ra~ner, th~ Holy Spirit, is at the rapture taken
out of the earth so that slaughter is mfused into men by Satanic power
(II Thessalonians 2:7).
The believing church, represented symbolically by John, is raptured home to be with
the Lor~ through the open door and the invitation of the voice, "Come up here." This
we see m chapter four. And from that moment to the end of Revelation there is not
only the t~ibulatioi: but also the Kingdom o~ our Lord J~sus Christ. Before that per- .
feet rule is established there must be the Judgments which are related in the sevensealed scroll iX: the Sa:riour's hands. The worst wars the world has ever known, all
Pl!t to~ether, will_ be mild compared to the reign of terror and slaughter of human
hv~s m ~ese coffilng dar,s. Ezekie~ 38:21 tel~s us, "Eve:Y man's swo~d shall be
against his own brother.
Such Scriptures depict prophetic and not historical scenes.
They are ret to ~ake place. . Those wh? are born again' who know Jesus Christ as personal. Saviour, will not be involved directly, having gone home to be with the Lord in
the air (I Thessalonians 4:13~18; ~ Cori~thians 15:51-58). It is after the rapture of
the church that these prophetic things will begin to unfold theJTl.5elves slowly but
surely. The world can never have real peace as long as evil and godless men are in
control. Out of World War I came the League of Nations. It failed miserably because
there was no power to prevent a self-seeking nation from pulling out of its alliance.
<?ut. of World War II came the United Nations, which many regard as an abysmal failure
in. its attempt t'? bring peace into the world.
It may do a good many other helpful
things but when it co~s to keeping peace its record has only been marked with difficulty and trouble. This all foreshadows the awesome days which are ahead.
The rider upon the red horse is most likely the same person who was on the white
horse, bu~ he now_ reveals his re~l identity. He is not a real man of peace but the
false chr1st, an imposter. In ~is rednes~ he shows ~he fact that he actually brings
war beca~e he breaks the treaties made w1 th the nations of the world. Here is Satan's
colfilterfe1t, a rrere pretender. Imagine a world without any peace at all. This is why
I preach the Gospel of Christ at every opportunity. I lmow there are those who don't
know the Lord as their personal Saviour. If the rapture took place today and it well
coll!-d, they would be l~ft behin~. :My friend, you have every reason to ac~ept Jesus
Christ. One of these is to avoid the terrible tribulation that is to come upon the
world.
'!fie 0ird seal pr~sents the rider. on the black horse. He will have a pair of balances
m his hand. Scripture says he will declare, "A measure of wheat for a denarius and
three me~ures of barley for a denarius, and see thou hurt not the oil and the wine"
(Reve~a~ion 6:5, 6). This time. there are no weapons of warfare. The scales suggest
scar~ities to the ext~nt of famine over the earth during the hour of tribulation.
Beating ploughshares into swords produced absolutely no food and it only destroyed the
nen who ~roduced the food and prevented the soil from being ploughed, tilled and seeded. Fanun: always ~allows w~r. Fo~d rationing of the strictest order is always at
?and, particularly in countries subJected to a conqueror . Lament ations 4:9 observes
'They who are slain with the sword are better than they who are slain with hunger." '
Black follows red; famine follows war. The black horse and the black rider represent
dr?ught and famine (Lamentations 5:10). Our Lord Himself prophesied this with the
ominous words, "And there shall be famines" (_Matthew 24: 7) •
In Revelation chapter five we h ave s een the pi cture of t he seven-sealed book finally
placed in the Saviour's hand. 'fr1e fol laving chapter, t he s e als holding the scroll
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are begun to be opened. Judgment is about to fall. God's judicial action is now
be disclosed one stage at a time. The 70th week of Daniel's prophecy (9:27) is_
connnencing. One of the four cherubim does the speaking. The sound John hears is
of thrmdero This itself speaks of coming judgment. It is the tone of majesty_ and
might. Thunder always portends a coming storm. The first mention of thunder in t
Bible is in connection with God's judgment on Egypt (Exodus 9:23). Here the curta
goes up on the tribulation, the time of Jacob's trouble (Jeremiah 30: 7). Jesus r e
£erred to this Himself when He spoke in the synagogue at Nazareth (Luke 4:17, 18) .
There are increasing crescendos rmtil the lightning strikes of Christ's second con
to the earth (Matthew 24:27; Revelation 9:11).

PANEL DISCUSSIONS

With the cherubim' s word "Come" he is really connnanding the rider on the white he
"Get going!" or "Be goin~." We believe the individual in view here is th~ antich1
the prince of Daniel's prophecy, who is yet to come. He is the co~te:feit supern
Pane I : Dr. Chase, Dr. Feinberg and Dr. Suther Iand
the supremely wicked one who appears after the church of Jesus Christ is raptured
home to be with the Lord (II Thessalonians 2:8). The crown which he wears is the "Does Isaiah 66:16, 17 mean that it is a sin to eat swine's flesh (pork) since
"stephanos" and not the "diadema." This rider in Revelation six ~s. the. devil'~ m~ is classified with a mouse?"
His weapon is a bow; Oirist 's weapon is a sword. This one comes. iml tating Oir~st
offering peace, but he is as false as is the peace he offers. His golden age is ~ A better way to ask this question might be, "Does the Scripture mean it is still
to be short-livedo God shall send a strong delusion to the peoples of the earth 'n?" In Leviticus and Deuteronomy the Mosaic law very clearly indicated that anying that hour that they should believe a lie. ~ust ~ men_ like Nebucha~ezzar' t \ing that chewed the cud and parted the hoof was clean and permissible to eat. On
king of Babylon in the Old Testament, and men like Hitler in our generation were \e other hand any animal that did one and not the other was unclean. While swine
struments in the hands of God, so it will be when the Antichrist makes his appear~ have cloven' hooves, yet they do not chew the cud. Therefore, pork meat was forafter the church of Jesus Christ has gone home to be with the Lord. God can certa_dden for Israel. Those who were rnbelievers did partake because they even worstir up the heart of a wicked man and impel his fury. In this ':1ay He displays H~~ipped idols. Such regulations during that dispensation do not mean that today such
power and glory as He did in times gone by (Exodus 14: 4~ • God is never on the. SlCpractice is wrong for us. The reason swine and mice are put together is because
might when the mighty are wrong. Men are nere puppets in the hai:ds of t~e Almlgh\ey are on an equal level of prohibition and are forbidden by God. Keep in mind that
When the Antichrist comes, this one who is the devil's i:ian, h~ wi~l decer~re the P~ese connnands were given to the Jewish people. Isaiah was not written to the church
lation of the remaining world. He will have everybody in s1:1bJectio:r: to hunse~f Cl5>r for our manner of living today. The order of the day for us came from the lips
find in Revelation 13. It will not be for long, however, since he is but acting t: our Lord Jesus Oirist, "There is nothing from outside of a man that, entering into
the divine mandate of God. The authority is simply given to him. It is only thrm, can defile him; but the things which come out of him, those are they that dethe Lord's permissive will that he comes forth conquering to take I?eace aw~y from .le the man" (Mark 7: 15). It was wrong then because of the purpose of God which was
earth. It is comforting to know that the true church of Jesus Christ, having beer, have a clean channel for the coming of the Scriptures, the truth of God, and the
raptured home, will not be here to witness and endure the wholesale destruction aTiy of redemption through His Son. The Lord wanted them to worship differently, to
deception which will be on the earth during the time of the tribulation.
...ar their clothing differently, to maintain different customs, and even to eat
. ifferently. They were really to know that they were a people separate, holy and
This rider on the white horse sheds no blood. He corresponds to the false Oirist.,pt for the Messiah's coming.
Matthew 24: 5 and his method is one of deception. He has a bow but he doesn't ha
an arrow. That indicates he offers the promise of peace but it is not realistic. . "Will the hidden sins of Christians, which have been confessed to the Lord and
Jesus prophesied, "I am come in my Father's name, and ye received me not. But
rgiven, be revealed to everyone at the judgment seat of Oirist?"
one shall come in his own name, him ye will receive" (John 5: 43). He is talking
the Antichrist. The world which has rejected the Oirist of God is ready to recei. In the promise of Scripture we find God's promise, "I have blotted out as a
the devil's christ, after the church has gone home to be with the Lord. This wilhick cloud thy transgressions, and, as a cloud, thy sins: return llllto me; for I have
the last man to attempt to bring about worldwide peace. His futile efforts will edeemed thee" (Isaiah 44 :22)
In Acts 3 :19 we read another interesting testimony,
prove that there is no peace without the presence of Jesus Oirist, the Prince of ~epent ye therefore, and be converted, that your sins may be blotted out, when the
lrres of refreshing shall come from the presence of the Lord." Of course we know
The second horse was red; "and power was given to him that sat on it to take pea e Lord has guaranteed, "As far as the east is from the west, so far hath He removed
from the earth, and that they should kill one another; and there was given lillto h~r transgressions from us" (Psalm 103:12). Not even the "secret sins" of Oiristians
great sword'' (6:3, 4). The representation here is of a bloody warfare. Efforts 11~ b~ revealed to others at the judgment seat of Christ. The judgment seat for
bring a universal peace, the goal of the rider on the white horse, fail and resulhr~stians will be designated for rewards, not for condeTilllation. There is no
strife, violence and bloodshed. The devil is called the great red dragon (Rev. ltnptural evidence whatsoever that would suggest that our sins are going to be
He was a IIR.lrderer from the beginning (John 8:44), and this rider on the red horsearaded before everyone. Heaven wouldn't be heaven if everyone were exposed to
a sword. He proceeds to take peace away from the earth and to kill mankind. Re-veryone else's sins. It would be a scandalous situation and the Lord wouldn't allow
rrember the words, "When they shall say 'peace and safety,' then sudden destructi at to take place.
shall come upon them" (I Thessalonians 5: 3).
• "Can you give an explanation of Hebrews 6 :4-8 and also Hebrews 10 :26, 27?"
Dr. Anderson is Pastor of Bethany Bapti s
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A.

The important thing to remenber is perhaps the most obvious.

This book has bE

wri~ten to Jewish people in general, not just to those who believed out of Israeljit of God. This _passage then is the urging of the total extermination of this
As is the case even in our day, there was only a small band of the faithful who h~e of wickedness in the land.

received Christ as the Messiah. We must realize that there is a vast difference l
tween making a mental assent and another to come by full faith into a definite
"What is your opinion of women preachers, especially in the light of I Timothy 2
possession of Christ as Saviour. There has to be an input of life, and a connni tnfses 11 and 12 and Reve lati on 2: 20 ?"
of soul and spirito We must trust our whole soul's welfare to the One whom God SE
In this wonderful book the writer will address one group as "brethren" or "my bel( First of all, a word of sincere appreciation to the women of the church on both
brethren." This is the innennost circle of believers . But in Hebrews 6 he's wrH home field ~ well as the foreign field for the magnificent contribution they have
to the middle circle group who have made some kind of open statement or proclamat~ to the Saviour's cause. Paul, in his various epistles, speaks very highly and
concerning the convincing of their minds concerning the Gospel. Yet, they have n~reciati vely for the work of those who had ministered to his needs. The pass ages
been born again. Notice how close they are, "It is impossible that those who wer(l have quoted speak very definitely concerning this question. Another good verse
once enlightened and have tasted of the heavenly gift and made partakers of the He keep in mind tells us, "let your women keep silent in the churches; for it is not
Spirit, who have tasted the good word of God and the powers of the age to come, irmi tted tmto them to speak" (I Corinthians 14: 34) . This has to do particularly
they shall fall away to renew them again." This can't refer to the saved. Havinfh the use of tongues. We are definitely opposed to the ordination of women
"tasted of the heavenly gift" means the conviction of the Holy Spirit, al though n~achers sine: !Dis is definitely llllscriptural. We recognize at the same time that
individually indwelt by Him. An l.lllbeliever can listen to the good Word of God an~re are conditions, such as on the mission field, whe re they nrust assert more
<;lmost talk himself into believing what he hears is true. While he has tasted so~ership dir:c~ion~ This could be pointed out to the shame of men. So, the general
it has not become personalo Unfortllllately they have gone so far and now have tun:-1ptural pos1~1on_is for the man to be in the place of leadership and for the
back. In a sense they are just like Judas, who was very near and yet very far aw~an to learn in silence and not to usurp authority over a man.
Verse nine gives us the difference, "But, beloved, we are persuaded better things
you." All the important words in the New Testament for salvation are absent from "Is it possible for a Christian to be Satan-possessed and if so how do you deal
verses 4, 5 and 6. The passage in Hebrews 10:26, 27 also speaks of those who havP:i this person?"
made some kind of an oral connnitment but there was not the connnitment of heart, m
and spirit totally to Christ as Saviour.
There is not a single passage of Scripture which indicates that a believer may be
isessed by a demon or by the devil himself. Here are several good f0tmdational
Q. "A Christian woman, while visiting unsaved relatives, refused to drink wine ths, "Know ye not that ye are the temple of God, and that the Spirit of God dwellit was served with a meal. There were other professing Christians there who did~ in you?" (I Corinthians 3: 16). Essentially the same thing is taught in 6: 19
such a beverage. This woman's re lati ves were offended and couldn't l.Illderstand wh~r body is the temple of the Holy Spirit who is in you." If the believer's b~dy
refused when others didn't. They felt she thought she was better than they were. 1 the temple of God then how can the devil inhabit i t? He may oppress or tempt but
cannot get any foothold inside. While we are so often impotent, and Satan is
A. Perhaps they were under spiritual conviction, trying to pass the blame along :ent, yet Jesus Christ is onm.ipotent. For a person who is demon-oppressed, he
to hero We Christians nrust be extremely careful about our testimony. Drinking ru>Uld be told that there is victory in Jesus Christ, through the power of the Word
alcoholic beverage certainly would not be in keeping with our dedication to the John 4:4)~ WJ:en Christ d~ed on the cross He delivered us from any kind of Satanic
Saviour. The woman who refused on this occasion could well have been the one to er or doillln<;tion. No, while one can be oppressed of Satan as a believer, yet the
offended for having been offered the drink.
le of God is not shared by the devil.
Q.

"Should I teach my children to believe in Santa Claus?"

''Please explain Zechariah 5: 7-11."

Ao This is the next to the last of the minor prophets. In its fullness of testil It usually isn't a question of teaching them since by every medium known this fonn
we find some tremendous truths concerning our Lord Jesus Christ. These statement forcefully presei:ted to them. More practical would be to instruct our yolillg people
on a level with the magnitude and majesty of Isaiah's prophecies. In the first s;>ut the real rreaning of Christmas, so that they can differentiate between the true
chapters of the book there are a number of night visions where the Lord is tryin the false •. Children . are ready to accept the reality of the birth of Christ. Let
encourage Zechariah. The time is in the latter part of the 6th century B.C. The t be our maJor. eIDI?h~is and concern. At a very early age , yollllgsters find out the
second temple was in the process of being rebuilt. Haggai and Zechariah both en-th of . a rotund ind:-VJ.dual who travels through the sky, in a sleigh led by eight
couraged the people to go on with their work. They reminded the people that God id remdeer, ~d d:-rected toward everyone's chinney. Certainly, don't ask your
wanted them to have clean hearts and clean hands. Every so often the prophet st
ren to believe m Santa Claus. Explain to them that the world uses him as an
observe, ''Now this doesn't refer to all of you, but only those who have shown ge . . a 1 or ':- symbol.. On the other hand, pos iti vely teach the chi ld about the Lord
faith." In the fifth chapter he points out that there are certain antecedent con, us Christ' who is the Author and Giver of every good and pe rfect gift.
di tions which must first be met. Sin had to be eradicated and rooted out of the "C
.
This is the picture in Zechariah 5: 7-11. Wickedness, like an ephah, was in very !rid, ~~ld you explain the two teTITJS, 'Jesus, Son of David' and 'Jesus, the greater
proportion in Israel. The picture he paints, lillder the guidance of God's Holy Sp:
•
is very figurative. Just as rebellion against God began through idolatry in Gene So
during the attempted building of the tower of Babel, so the people in Zechariah's
often some. tenns actually reflect biblical phraseology, while another may be
were building a momnnent only to themselves. They were devilishly, de fiantly, an thpo§ular word~ng or :isa~e. To this end, it is proper to speak of our Lord Jesus
blasphemously trying to set up a rival to God. Such an attempt is likened to the1 e ~n of Dav:-d •. Tins is taken from Scripture (Matthew 1:1; 22 :41-46). Of
dumping heap or the refuse pile. It is an absolute stench and abomination in the ~e' esus Christ i~ the Lord of David , as well as the Son of David. As Ieity He
e ancestor of DaVJ.d, as well as of all men. Yet , in the hlllllan sense, He is the
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descendant, having been born of a virgin through the Davidic dynasty. "The greate·
~avid" ~s a f~gurativ: use of the title. In fact, He, as the Son of David, sometitrist said, "I AM," He certainly was relating H~elf to Exodus 3,)1:15t as God the
is rrent1oned 1n the Bible as David (Ezekiel 37:24). Here the two personalities al\ther could do the same, and as would be true with God the Holy Spirit. All three
telescoped together looking toward the kingdom age. In the book of Hosea we see tirsons in the Trinity were active in the creation of the universe. They are still
again where David and Christ are in a composite personality (Hosea 3:5). In the :tive in sustaining the tmiverse. Most certainly they are all three active in the
Bible, Deity consists of three marvelous, equal, majestic, eternal Persons: Father:deeming of mankind. We hear sorre people say, "The Lord of the Bible is Jesus."
Son and Holy Spirit. Jesus Christ is the Son of David on the human plane and ab o) that isn't an accurate statement. The Lord of the Bible is God the Father, God
that, He is the greater David because He is not only the root of David and the offt~ Son and God the Holy Spirit. We believe in a plurality, not a unity. There
spring, but also the Progenitor.
:-e als~ those who declare, "Mary is the mother of God." This is most incorrect •
.ble language tells us, ''Mary is the mother of our Lord Jesus." Othenvise, it would
Q. "Is Christmas simply a pagan holiday, or is there something we Christians can e her mother of God the Fathei--, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit. God the
excited about as we consider the incarnation of Jesus Christ?"
tther and God the Holy Spirit are not incarnate; this was only true of God the Son.
Ike s ure you use biblical language. It is correct to say that Jesus is Jehovah in
A. Some born again believers will have nothing to do with this obviously overie Old Testament, but it is not that exclusively.
cormnercialized season. It is true that the Roman pagans had their worst periods o
debauchery ar0tmd this particular time of the year. From all that we can study i. "In the light of the Bible's teaching concerning loving our enemies, can you exseems. apparent tJ:at Christians were concerned that a proper emphasis be placed ~oiain the meaning of Psalm 139: 21, 22?"
the birth ?f Christ. _so, to counter balance some of these evil practices they beg,
cormnemorat1ng the Saviour's coming. While not lmowing any specific date, Decenber. These verses read, "Do not I hate them, 0 Lord, that hate thee? And am not I
was chosen as the holy day, or "holiday" as it has come to be known. There are
:ieved with those who rise up against thee? I hate them with perfect hatred; I
critics who condemn Christmas because they say that Jesus was born probably in the>unt them mine enemies." While we are to love our enemies we are to hate their sins.
spring of the year, or at least at some time when the shepherds could be out in th11fortunately, we often get those two reversed! While we are to hate their conduct
~ields keeping watch over their flocks by night. This may be very true, and yet i ' are to love them in the. Lord that we might ultimately win them to the Lo:d. We .
is the event, and not the season that we worship. The same is true with Easter wh:e to love those who despitefully use us, but we are to hate all wrong, evil and sin
is not celebrated consistently on any one Sunday of the year. It is rather obserwerever it is found.
on the basis of the first Sunday after the first full moon after the equinox. Whe1
we celebrate Easter we are not celebrating the actual day of the resurrection of tl " Since John the Baptist was sent to baptize and to prepare the way for the Lord
Lord. The same is true with Christmas. It is not the day of His birth but rathe~sus, who baptized John the Baptist? Also, how many covenants are there?"
the fact of His birth that should cause our hearts to rejoice in love ~d praise.
. John the Baptist didn't need to be baptized in the sense of showing particular
Q. "ls 'Jehovah' in the Old Testament the same Person in the Goclliead as 'JestLs ' Heansing. In Luke 1: 15 we read, with reference to Zacharias, God told him that
in the New Testament? Is 'Jehovah' really God the Father and not God the Son? Whae one who was to be born of his wife Elizabeth would be filled with the Holy Spirit
Jesus said, 'I am,' was He claiming to be the 'I AM' of the Old Testament? In shorom the womb. This meant that his heart was right toward God from the very start.
can you help rre to better lillderstand this wonderful gift we have in Jesus Christ?"~ was willing to be the Lord's servant (Matthew 3:5, 6). God never asked John the
3Ptist to perfonn this particular rite on himself. The identification started with
A. What a very beautiful and poignant question. First of all, where did the nameim.
Jehovah originate? When Moses was 40 years keeping the flock for Jethro in the wi'
ness, one day it seemed as though he were doorred to oblivion. Then something com-le reason Christ allowed Himself to be baptized by John was to show that He meets
pletely miraculous took place. It was really world-revolutionary in its scope.
s people at the ve ry place where they confess their needs. He went through this
came upon a burning bush whid1 was never constured. God Himself spoke to him with il te to show that in a coming day all the sins confessed at baptism He willingly took
full corrrrnission to deliver Israel from bondage. Moses argued that the people woul~ His own body on the tree, putting them away from God forever.
not listen to him. So the Lord encouraged him, "Tell them the God of your fathers
has sent you. When they ask His nrure, just tell them, I AM 1HA.T I AM" (Exodus 3: 1here are two all-inclusive covenants which are known as the Old Testament and the
In the Hebrew this meant, "1he Eternal One," "The Always Existing One." In John gew Testrurent. There are particularizations and subdivisions whim are interesting.
when the Pharisees questioned 01Tist's right to use that title, He pointed out
here are certain eras of God's dealings with mankind. These are often correctly re"Before Abraham was I AM." "I AM' is actually four Hebrew letters: Y-H-W-H. Someerred t o by Bible teachers as dispensations. There is the wonderful new covenant
pronounce it ''Yahweh." Unfortlfilately, there are some cults destructively antago- here~y Christ made the other old one to pass away (Hebrews 8:8). (See the helpful
nistic to the Bible, which have falsely used that name as they would any false or pte rn the New Scofield Bible, page 1318.)
true God. The reason we don't have any accurate, positive nrure is because the Je1.
realized this was God's specific name, which no one else could have. The people o
Israel so honored it that one wasn't even allowed to speak it. They knew they wert
not to have any other gods. Isaiah 42: 8 puts this very clearly for the Lord will r
give His glory to another nor His praise to graven images. To say the Jehovah of
Old Testament is the Jesus of the New is not accurate. As an example, consider
Isaiah 5 3: 6 : "All we like sheep have gone as tray; we have turned everyone to his a
way, and Jehovah has laid on Him, the Messiah, the sins of us all." At the same t
Jehovah can be God the Father, can be God the Son, can be God the Holy Spirit. Whl
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